• astrophysical objects
Similar Conditions but Different Systems
• nuclear matter: only strongly interacting particles
• no electromagnetic interaction, no charge neutrality • densities below nuclear saturation density ⇒ 'non-congruent' liquid-gas phase transition • stellar matter: hadrons and leptons
• strong and electromagnetic interaction, charge neutrality • formation of inhomogeneous matter ⇒ new particle species (clusters/nuclei), 'pasta' phases • lattice formation at low temperatures ⇒ phase transition: liquid/gas ↔ solid Interacting Many-Body Systems • correlations essential • assuming equilibrium conditions ⇒ equation of state (EoS) ⇒ thermodynamic properties and chemical composition Generalized Relativistic Density Functional (gRDF)
• grand canonical approach extension of phenomenological relativistic mean-field models with density-dependent meson-nucleon couplings ⇒ grand canonical potential density ω(T, {µ i })
• model features • extended set of constituents baryons (n, p, hyperons, . . . ), leptons, photons, light nuclei ( • correlation: neutron skin thickness r skin = r n − r p ⇔ stiffness of neutron matter EoS ⇔ slope parameter L of symmetry energy • r skin ↔ L correlation from mean-field calculations of nuclei ⇒ effects of clustering on surface on neutron skin thickness?
• finite-temperature gRDF calculations ⇒ enhanced probability of clusters at nuclear surface • entension to zero temperature: only α-particles relevant, density distribution from wave function in WKB approximation • modification of original DD2 parametrization
• change from Hartree to Thomas-Fermi approximation ⇒ rescaling of σ meson mass and coupling (no effect on nuclear matter properties) RH without α correlations RTF without α correlations RTF with α correlations
• correlation r skin ↔ L (not linear since no complete refit of parameters, only isovector interaction) • relativistic Hartree (RH) vs.
relativistic Thomas-Fermi (RTF) • with α clusters: reduction of neutron skin thickness ⇒ change of r skin ↔ L correlation
Conclusions
• correlations in many-body systems ⇒ change of chemical composition, appearance of clusters ⇒ modification of thermodynamic properties ⇒ increase of low-density symmetry energy ⇒ reduction of neutron skin thickness • main applications of gRDF approach:
• EoS of stellar matter ⇒ astrophysical simulations
